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Metallurgical Materials and Biomedical Engineering UTEP The University of Texas at El Paso College of Engineering Metallurgical Materials and Biomedical Engineering Engineering Building Room M 201 500 W University El Paso Texas 79968 E mmbme utep edu P 915 747 7057 F 915 747 5019 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN METALLURGICAL AND MATERIALS ENGINEERING and materials engineering The courses listed below can be taken at El Paso Community College in partial fulfillment of UTEP’s Bachelor of Science degree in Metallurgical and Materials Engineering and completion of its Core Curriculum requirements Bachelor of Science Metallurgical and Materials Engineering UTEP Transcript Course as it appears Course on degree on UTEP Transcript plan to substitute Institution where course was taken MATH 2326 Differential Equations Sub Semester Completed Final Grade SCH Sub Final Grade SCH RWS 1301 HIST 1301 Bachelor of Science ? Metallurgical and Materials Engineering BSMME Total Hours Sub Semester Completed Final B S in MME UTEP UTEP College of Engineering Metallurgical Materials and Biomedical Engineering PDF Undergraduate Degree Plan PDF Academic Programs Minor in BME The University of Texas at El Paso College of Engineering Metallurgical Materials and Biomedical Engineering Engineering Building Room M 201 500 W University El Paso Metallurgical Materials and Biomedical Engineering lt UTEP Return to College of Engineering M201 Engineering Science Complex 915 747 5468 metal utep edu Graduate students in Metallurgical Materials and Biomedical Engineering are involved with academic studies and research programs that focus on understanding the structure properties processing and performance of materials including the development of new or improved materials and advanced BS in Metallurgical and Materials Engineering It UTEP The Metallurgical and Materials Engineering curriculum is a broad based program designed to provide a basic education in metallurgical and materials engineering The student can specialize in one or more areas in the junior and senior year by taking appropriate elective courses Metallurgical Materials and Biomedical Engineering It UTEP Return to College of Engineering M201 Engineering Science Complex 915 747 5468 metal utep edu Programs Bachelor of Science in Metallurgical and Materials Engineering BS in Metallurgical and Materials Engineering Metallurgical and Materials Engineering Courses It UTEP The course combination of MME 1301 1101 will introduce the student to effective procedures for solving simple metallurgical and materials engineering and design problems using mathematics computers basic measuring systems and devices computational tools and statistical concepts The course will also introduce the student to the M S in Metallurgical and Materials Engineering It UTEP A student holding a Bachelor of Science with a major in Metallurgical and Materials Engineering or a related materials area can work toward a 33 semester hour undesignated MS in Engineering degree without a thesis leading to a concentration in an area outside of the major UTEP Metallurgical amp Materials Engineering 500 W Vision Statement Our vision is to provide a modern Metallurgical and Materials Engineering Program of the highest quality Mission Mission Statement We will emphasize learning and applying metallurgical and materials engineering fundamentals spanning all major classes of materials We will offer students opportunities to explore the whole gamut of applications from advanced microelectronic Home Metallurgical and Materials Engineering UTEP UTEP Library Room 215 915 747 6715 Subjects Biomedical Engineering Civil Engineering Electrical and Computer
Engineering Engineering Environmental Science and Engineering Materials Sciences Mechanical Engineering Metallurgical and Materials Engineering Patents and Trademarks Specification and Standards Bachelor of Science ? Metallurgical and Materials Degree Plan checklist Catalog 2013 14 Expires 08 01 2020 Bachelor of Science ? Metallurgical and Materials Engineering BSMME Total Hours Semester Completed Semester Completed Final Grade SCH Sub Sub Final Grade 2013 on UTEP Transcript SCH HIST 1302 POLS 2310 POLS 2311 Databases Metallurgical and Materials Engineering UTEP Fully integrated content discovery platform for engineering and the biomedical sciences that provides full text online access to the complete publications of the Begell House Inc Materials indexed include peer reviewed journals major engineering reference resources databases conference proceedings and electronic books e books Bachelor of Science Metallurgical and Materials Introduction to Materials Science and Engineering Material and Energy Balance Mechanics of Materials Rate Processes in Materials System Applied Chemical Thermodynamics Introduction to Electronic Materials Science Biomaterials Nanofunctional Physical Metallurgy Mechanical Behavior of Materials Senior Professional Orientation Econ For Engrs Associations Metallurgical and Materials Engineering Dissertations amp Theses UTEP Online Resources Toggle Dropdown Books and E Books Metallurgical and Materials Engineering Associations Organizations American Foundry Society AFS Alpha Sigma Mu MME Honor Society The Minerals Metals and Materials Society TMS UTEP Metallurgical amp Materials Engineering Home Facebook UTEP Metallurgical amp Materials Engineering 500 W University Ave El Paso Texas 79902 Rated 4 5 based on 10 Reviews Network of Miners working in Metallurgical and Materials Engineering UTEP Theses topics of Civil amp Environmental Engineering Students Here you can have a full text of the Theses Dissertations topics done by the Metallurgical and Materials Engineering Students at UTEP from 1967 present Metallurgical amp Materials Engineering introduces Printing Metallurgical amp Materials Engineering introduces Printing Nano Engineering Option Adobe Acrobat Reader is a freeware program that allows users to open view and print PDF files The University of Texas at El Paso College of Engineering Engineering Building Room A148 500 W University Ave El Paso TX 79968 Email engineer utep edu Phone 915 THE UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS AT EL PASO DEPARTMENT OF The University of Texas at El Paso UTEP – A Place of Choice for Everyone DEPARTMENT OF METALLURGICAL AND MATERIALS ENGINEERING The pre eminence and success of UTEP is validated by Washington Monthly and gold magazine’s 2013 ranking of UTEP as the 7 university in the nation for excellence in social UTEP Library Research Guides Metallurgical and Materials Engineering UTEP Office of Research and Sponsored Projects Vision The vision of the Office of Research and Sponsored Projects ORSP is to accelerate the Research center associated with The Department of Metallurgical and Materials Engineering Center for Structural and Functional Materials Research and Innovation Contact Dr Devesh UTEP Department of Metallurgical Materials and The University of Texas at El Paso College of Engineering s Department of Metallurgical Materials and Biomedical Engineering MMBME has been awarded 225K by CBMM North America to conduct research on next generation of high strength steels CBMM is a privately held Brazilian company with businesses established internationally Bachelor of Science Metallurgical and Materials Calculus I MME 2303 Introduction to Materials Science and Engineering 3 Natural Science 8 MME 2305 Material and Energy Balance General Chemistry MME 2434 Mechanics of Materials Fields and Waves 5 Humanities 3 D Major Required Upper Division Courses 45 SCH Circle one MME 3306 Rate Processes in Materials System Dr Stephen W Stafford P E Department of Metallurgical Department of Metallurgical amp Materials Engineering UTEP 500 W University Ave El Paso Texas 79968 915 747 8906 W 915 747 8036 fax stafford utep edu EDUCATION B S Metallurgical Engineering UTEP 1970 Ph
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D Materials Science amp Engineering Rice 1975 EXPERIENCE 1968 Bunker Hill Lead amp Zinc Kellogg Idaho Fce Operator UTEP Metallurgical amp Materials Engineering Home Facebook UTEP Metallurgical amp Materials Engineering 500 W University Ave El Paso Texas 79902 Rated 4 5 based on 10 Reviews Network of Miners working in Site Map Metallurgical Materials and Biomedical The University of Texas at El Paso College of Engineering Metallurgical Materials and Biomedical Engineering Building Room M201 500 W University Ave El Paso TX 79968 Email dmisra2 utep edu Phone 915 747 8679 Fax 915 747 5019 Metallurgical and Materials Engineering Metallurgical and Materials Engineering former Journal Metalurgija is the open access Journal which publishes contributions on fundamental and engineering aspects in the area of metallurgy and materials Devesh Misra Chair Department of Metallurgical and Chair Department of Metallurgical and Materials Engineering Freeport McMoRan Distinguished Chair in Metallurgical and Materials Engineering University of Texas at El Paso Engineering Building Room M 201 500 W University Avenue El Paso TX 79968 0521 USA Tel 915 747 8679 Fax 915 747 8036 Email dmisra2 utep edu Education The University of Texas at El Paso Job Posting Assistant ABOUT THE COLLEGE AND DEPARTMENT The UTEP College of Engineering is a vibrant research environment integrating education research and engineering practice and entrepreneurship as a potent economic stimulator for the region The college and the Metallurgical and Materials Engineering program has research centers and laboratories in the areas UTEP Metallurgical amp Materials Engineering About Facebook The B S degree program in Metallurgical and Materials Engineering will serve two broad purposes 1 To provide sufficient grounding for a graduate to perform effectively over time in industry or other employment and 2 To provide opportunity for all types of students while maintaining a high level of excellence in all graduates
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